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About This Game

A Narrative FPS game that starts when several years ago your company discovered a machine which appears to open
doorways that go to not only different places but also peoples nightmares.
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You are hired to explore each different environment or nightmare and discover the reason to why this machine exists in the first
place.

Encounter new and strange environments, creatures and participate in events that will help you on your missions.

FEATURES :

*Explore new places and peoples nightmares.

*See exotic worlds and unexpected places.

*Capture strange creatures to study.

*Solve puzzles and mysteries along the way.

*Collect weapons and other equipment to study.

Let's play!
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I added this to my wishlist without knowing much about it. I honestly thought this was going to be a short walking simulator
game like The Old City or Dear Esther. Imagine my surpirse when I booted this up for the first time. Completely caught of
guard.

This is a fast paced game that chucks you in the deep end. All you have to do is get the edge of the screen. There will be giant
Vines and Blades blocking your way and closing in on you as you play, so its no walk in the park. You dont really get time to
stop and think what to do, you just have concentrate and keep moving. You have to survive for 100 levels with one life. If you
die, its back to level one. This gets annoying but it would be pretty bland if you had checkpoints. Having one life keeps this
intense and exciting.

Its simple so theres not much to love and not much to hate really. It is just a bit of fun. There are only two things that annoyed
me. The hit boxes are unreliable and can screw you over. You can get abosered by the Vines and still live or you clip the tip of
one of the spikes and die instantly. Its not too big a problem, but when you are on a good run and get killed by something that
just barely touched you it can get quite infuriating. The other problem is the ending. This game doesnt try to have a story but it
throws in an odd ending that doesnt really fit. It feels like its just there to try and make the game seem more meaningful.

However, these don't ruin the game by any means. Its still a fun and tense game that is alright for the 30p I paid for it. If you
have some money in your Steam Wallet from selling cards and you want to get rid of it, buy this. You'll either love it or hate it..
Wonderful Classic game! Owned it years ago.... Bought the enhanced edition pack with the DLC.... 10/10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3MID9Uq3Bo. Very hard game yet is fun to play and the retro experience is also very
nice.. Hey there, puzzlers!. Single player cards game for free.. I'm a very big fan of sapper, and I liked this game. The non-
standard approach introduces novelty, though the very implementation with hexagons came out rather mediocre. It is rather
independent of the usual sapper. So go, take it.. Very good, checked for drivers that there would be no way to manually update.
Another challenging mind twister from Matthew Brown. Quite a bit different from Hexcells, CrossCells requires the player to
solve relatively simple math equations as part of the puzzles. The game flow is however quite similar in that it requires using
sparse clues available to deduce which cells have to be part of the puzzle and which can not. Gradually working your way
through the board, keeping several states in mind and finding patterns.

Since I am both a fan of math puzzles and love this style of Mine Sweeper/Picross/Sudoku-esque puzzle games, CrossCells was
an absolute joy to tackle. A must for the deducing puzzle fan, as long as adding and multiplying numbers while following the
order of operations in mathemetics do not scare you away.. lol this game is horrible. But totally nostalgic. its worth in my
opinion 1 dollar. very arcade. horrible customization and horrible game but if it was a dollar itd be worth the nostalgicism of it
from back in the days of the original moto racer.. One of my most favorite games from childhood. This is the first game of
'Men of War' series which use the first version of the engine. Although the game is quite old it feels and plays almost as good as
the latest 'Men of War' games, with the difference of less mass control of the units. You'll have to control separate units more
often so it might feel like some kind of commando style game rather than typical 'Assault Squad' massacre.

The campaigns are challenging as hell, but logical and rewarding. If you played 'Men of War' games before and want more story-
like missions, this game is for you.

BEFORE YOU BUY!
The game is from early 00's so you'll have to launch it with Windows XP compatibility mode if you use newer OS. And beware:
there's NO widescreen support, you can't put textures options to high, only to normal and low, which is the issue with newer
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graphics cards, I suppose. You can't edit controls in the game, you'll have to do it manually via editing configs using text editor
if you need, which is I think a bug with newer operating systems.
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BEST GAME EVER MADE NO BUG REALLY REALISTIC GOOD WAR SIMULATOR BEST GRAPHIC EVER MADE
BEST LOADING SCREEN OF THE UNIVERSE BEST BACKGROUND AND THE MOST FUN GAME EVER MADE.
Sister told me to play
I Played
I♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥my pants
I Died
Played again

10/10. A city builder that keeps you coming back!. No save or other options. To easy and way to expensive for this junk. One
level is bugged so you cannot complete the game.. Great game with lots of potential.
Devs are very active with their community and listen to our feedback.
Which is something that is lacked these days in most EA titles.

this is a good promising game, with a great active dev team
tons of people will trash talk this game and claim you get little content, people do not understand the meaning of EARLY
ACCESS i guess, maybe go grab yourself a dictionary and figure it out
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